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As U.S. Leaves Bagram Air Base, Russia, Iran and China Weigh Options in
Afghanistan
Tom O'Connor
Russia, Iran and China are weighing their options for Afghanistan's uncertain future
as U.S. forces reportedly withdrew from its largest airfield as part of a total military
exit from the war-torn country.

Sergeant Jesse Coggins/982nd Signal Company/U.S. Army U.S. service members load
equipment during the base clearance process "in support of the safe and orderly exit
of Coalition Forces" from Bagram Air Field, Afghanistan, May 15.
Major U.S. media outlets reported Friday that the last U.S. troops left Bagram Air
Base, a central hub of U.S. and allied operations in the country for nearly two
decades since shortly after their 2001 invasion.
The pullout has been part of an ongoing process to ensure what the Pentagon has
deemed a "safe and orderly exit" of the U.S. and coalition partners from the country,
but regional countries have expressed concern as violence continues to ravage
Afghanistan. Among the concerned actors is Russia.
"Recently, against the backdrop of the completion of the withdrawal of foreign troops
from Afghanistan, we have seen an increase in the activity of the Taliban movement in
a number of regions of the country," Russian Foreign Ministry spokesperson Maria
Zakharova told reporters Monday, "especially in the northern and northeastern
provinces, in close proximity to the borders of the Central Asian states."
She then offered details of the amount of territory now controlled by the Taliban.
"In this part of Afghanistan, over the past 10 days, more than 30 counties have come
under the control of the militants," she said. "The Afghan National Security Forces
are struggling to contain the onslaught."

But she signaled confidence that the Taliban might not move into strongholds of the
internationally-recognized Afghan government, including Kabul.
"At the same time, large cities and administrative centers of the provinces, including
the capital of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan, Kabul, remain intact," she said,
"which indicates that the armed opposition currently lacks the necessary resources."
Moscow has its own difficult experience fighting in Afghanistan. In the 1980s, the
Soviet Union attempted to back a communist government there against a mujahideen
insurgency that received support from the U.S. and other regional powers. Moscow
was forced to withdraw as the country collapsed into a civil war that ultimately led to
the rise of the Taliban, as well as Al-Qaeda.
Al-Qaeda's involvement in the 9/11 attacks prompted the U.S.-led intervention that
put an end to the Taliban's rule, but prompted an insurgency that Washington and its
allies have struggled for two decades to defeat.
Last year, the U.S. and the Taliban struck a historic peace deal to facilitate a U.S.
military departure while paving a path toward reconciliation between Kabul and the
Taliban, though the latter has continued to gain ground nationwide.
Even before former President Donald Trump's administration began talks with the
Taliban, Moscow had hosted the group and established ties in hopes of securing its
own role in Afghanistan. Now, Russia is counting on these relations to ensure stability
in the state.
"According to the statements of the Taliban Movement representatives themselves and
according to our estimates," Zakharova said, "the TM does not intend to aggravate
relations with neighboring countries."
But she voiced concern that continued instability in Afghanistan could negatively
impact its neighbors.
"At the same time, the increase in military tension in the provinces of Afghanistan
bordering the Central Asian states may lead to a humanitarian crisis and an increase
in the number of refugees in the region, which causes our concern," Zakharova said.
"In this regard, we call on both conflicting Afghan parties to an early cessation of
hostilities and the beginning of meaningful negotiations on an agenda of national
reconciliation, so that this is recorded not only in words, but also in deeds."
Concerns have also been expressed by former Soviet bloc states in Central Asia
including Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan, with which both the U.S. and Russia have sought
to shore up relations in recent weeks.
Another regional power watching carefully sits along Afghanistan's western
border—Iran. The fellow Islamic Republic has invested heavily via its Shiite Muslim
network of militias in countering Sunni Muslim insurgencies in the Middle East, and,
while Iran has welcomed news of U.S. troops leaving Afghanistan, any uptick in
unrest there would be most unwelcome.

On Monday, Iranian Foreign Ministry spokesperson Saeed Khatibzadeh told a press
briefing that Tehran saw a need for the establishment of an inclusive government
through "peaceful and sustainable solutions."
He saw the Taliban as a part of the solution, but not its entirety.
"The Taliban does not constitute all Afghanistan," Khatibzadeh said, "but is part of
that country and part of the way out of crisis."
Khatibzadeh acknowledged a worsening in the security situation in the country, where
he said Tehran was monitoring the movements of groups such as the Islamic State
(ISIS), which Iran-backed fighters fought in Iraq and Syria.
He emphasized that Iran was prepared to foster efforts for inter-Afghan talks and
unity.
"Violence has escalated in Afghanistan," Khatibzadeh said. "Some ethnicities are
under pressure, and we called for respect for their rights. The political solution would
guarantee the future of Afghanistan."
The following day, the repercussions of U.S. policy in Afghanistan were discussed by
the country's top global competitor, China.
Speaking at the Second United Nations High-Level Conference on Counter-Terrorism,
a forum established 15 years ago in the wake of the U.S.-led "War on Terror,"
Chinese permanent representative to the United Nations Zhang Jun commented
Tuesday on the deteriorating situation in Afghanistan.
"Despite the significant progress made in international counter-terrorism cooperation,
the world remains confronted with tangible threats of terrorism," Zhang said. "ISIS is
very active in Iraq and Syria, and the withdrawal of foreign troops has led to a sharp
deterioration in the security situation in Afghanistan, with terrorist forces such as Al
Qaeda, ISIS and the East Turkestan Islamic Movement waxing strong and wreaking
havoc."
While a virtual global consensus exists on the threat posed by Al-Qaeda and ISIS, the
U.S. last year de-listed the East Turkestan Islamic Movement, or Turkestan Islamic
Party, as a "terrorist organization" under the Immigration and Nationality Act last
November.
The U.S. has targeted the mostly ethnic Uighur group in past years, but a State
Department spokesperson told Newsweek last month that the group was removed
because "for more than a decade, there has been no credible evidence that ETIM
continues to exist."
"We assess that ETIM is now a broad label China uses to inaccurately paint a variety
of Uighur actors, including non-violent activists and advocates for human rights, as
terrorist threats," the spokesperson said at the time.
"China often labels individuals and groups as terrorists on the basis of their political
and religious beliefs, even if they do not advocate violence."

Both China and its strategic partner, Pakistan, another nation heavily invested in the
outcomes in neighboring Afghanistan, have raised concerns over the move.
Pakistan has deep ties in Afghanistan, and has offered to use its influence, including
with the Taliban, to attempt to advance peace talks between the Afghan government
and its powerful rival.
Meanwhile, both Pakistan and India have accused one another of sponsoring terrorist
activities in Afghanistan.
With the U.S. military presence in Afghanistan rapidly winding down, State
Department spokesperson Ned Price emphasized during a press conference Monday
that Washington would maintain assistance to Kabul in other ways.
"We are withdrawing our military forces, as the president announced, but we intend
to maintain a diplomatic presence in Kabul," Price said.
"That is something that is important to us, given our enduring desire to have a
continued partnership with the Afghan Government, and crucially with the Afghan
people." He emphasized that the U.S. was not abandoning Afghanistan.
"It is absolutely not the case that we intend to abandon Afghanistan, that we intend to
relent in our support for the Government of Afghanistan, that we intend to diminish
our support and our partnership for the people of Afghanistan," Price said.
He stressed that the U.S. commitment to Afghanistan will survive its military exit.
"Obviously, that relationship will look different with the military withdrawal
underway, and once it is completed in the coming weeks and months," Price said.
"But that does not in any way diminish the commitment we have to the Afghan
government and to the Afghan people."
The Taliban, for its part, has vowed to play a positive role in the country's future
governance, and welcomed the news that the U.S. military had left Bagram Air Base.
"We consider evacuation of all US forces from #Bagram a positive step & seek
withdrawal of foreign forces from all parts of the country," Taliban spokesperson
Zabihullah Mujahid tweeted Friday.
"Such is in the interest of both them & Afghans. Afghans can move closer to peace &
security with complete withdrawal of foreign forces."

China makes its move on Afghanistan: Beijing prepares to fill the vacuum left by
Biden's premature military exit from the nation with $62B investment plan for its
'Belt and Road' program.
James Gordon - Daily Mail

American troops have finally departed their main military base in Afghanistan
China has been waiting in the wings in order to do a deal with Kabul. The country
wants to extend its 'Belt and Road' program to Afghanistan. Program would see a
direct land corridor between Afghanistan and China through northwest
Pakistan constructed.
Deal could give China strategic foothold in the region for trade with the country
acting as a central hub connecting the Middle East, Central Asia and Europe
But there remains the air of unpredictability with lasting peace uncertain with
Taliban likely to make a resurgence in the region.
While American troops were leaving their main military base in Afghanistan on
Friday, China was already preparing to enter the war-torn country to fill the vacuum
left by U.S. and NATO troops.
Authorities in Kabul are considering extending a $62 billion China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC) as part of China's Belt and Road Initiative (BRI).
First launched in 2013 by Chinese president Xi Jinping, and written into the Chinese
constitution in 2017, it is billed by Beijing officials as a global infrastructure
development fund which aims to better connect China to the rest of the world.
The Chinese entry comes amid threats from the Taliban to NATO to get out of
Afghanistan by Joe Biden's September 11 deadline or face reprisals.
Terror chief Suhail Shaheen said his men would not interfere with foreign diplomatic
missions but that if 'occupying forces' remained the Taliban were bound to 'react.'
More than 1,000 Afghan troops fled across the northern border into neighbouring
Tajikistan on Monday after fighting with the resurgent jihadists who are recapturing
swathes of land across the country after the US-led coalition quit.

China has been waiting in the wings in order to do a deal with Kabul, and now the
American's have left, they are free to do so. Pictured, Afghan President Mohammad
Ashraf Ghani, left, and Chinese President Xi Jinping, right

Authorities in Kabul are considering extending a $62 billion China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC) as part of China's Belt and Road Initiative (BRI)

The Afghan deal would see China linked through a series of construction projects
through neighboring Pakistan.
Taliban tell NATO - get out by September 11 or be treated as 'occupying forces'
The Taliban has warned NATO to get its troops out by September 11 or be treated as
'occupying forces' as the terror group continues its sweep across the country.

The last US troops are expected to leave within days but reports say that an
1,000-strong force could remain on the ground to protect diplomatic missions and
Kabul's airport.
They could be joined by an 'advisory group' of British Special Forces soldiers amid
fears that the country will 'implode' under the weight of the Taliban. An MoD source
told MailOnline that Britain remained committed to supporting the Afghan army.
Joe Biden's symbolic exit date to mark 20 years since 9/11 – which sparked the
invasion – has been axed by NATO over fears that the jihadists are rapidly filling the
power vacuum left throughout the hinterland and marching ever closer to the cities.
Taliban spokesman Suhail Shaheen said that seizing Kabul was 'not Taliban policy,'
but warned that no foreign troops should remain in the capital after September 11
because it might force them to 'react.'
Speaking to the BBC from the group's Qatar HQ, Shaheen said: 'If they leave behind
their forces against the Doha agreement then in that case it will be the decision of our
leadership how we proceed. 'We would react and the final decision is with our
leadership.'
He claimed that the terror group would not target any embassies, diplomats or
foreign charity workers.
'We will not pose any threat to them,' Shaheen added.
He also hailed the US withdrawal from Bagram airfield last week, once America's
main fortress in Afghanistan, as an 'historic moment.'
China's new billion dollar scheme in Afghanistan, aimed to be completed by 2049, is
one of a number of targeted infrastructure projects which Beijing has rolled out from
Africa to Europe, offering colossal loans and gaining footholds in territories once
overseen by the West. One project being discussed is the building of a major road
between Afghanistan and the northwestern Pakistani city of Peshawar.
'There is a discussion on a Peshawar-Kabul motorway between the authorities in
Kabul and Beijing,' a source told The Daily Beast.
'Linking Kabul with Peshawar by road means Afghanistan's formal joining of CPEC.'
China had been attempting to extend its BRI to Afghanistan for at least the last five
years but with the U.S. so heavily involved in the Afghani government, Kabul was
hesitant to approve any deals fearing upset in Washington.
But now American troops have left Bagram Airbase, China is about to be welcomed
with open arms.
'There has been continuous engagement between the Afghan government and the
Chinese for the past few years… [but] that made the U.S. suspicious of president
Ashraf Ghani government,' a source told the Beast.
'Ghani needs an ally with resources, clout and ability to provide military support to
his government.'

Chinese foreign ministry's spokesperson Zhao Lijian confirmed last month China was
having discussions with third parties, including Afghanistan.
China is hoping that through its BRI strategy it can connect Asia with Africa and
Europe through land and maritime networks that would span across 60 countries.
The strategy would enhance China's influence across the world with an estimated
value of $4 trillion.
Afghanistan could give China a strategic foothold in the region for trade with the
country acting as a central hub connecting the Middle East, Central Asia and
Europe.
'The Chinese have very carefully cultivated many political leaders to buy political
support for the projects in Afghanistan at the same time. The Chinese government can
ill afford to see Afghanistan not webbed through the BRI,' the source continued.
'Certainly, the investment that would be injected into the economy will employ many
people… and in the absence of other economic activities people may welcome it.

The program would see a direct land corridor between Afghanistan and China
through northwest Pakistan constructed

A building stands under construction at a development site, operated by China
Overseas Ports Holding Co., near Gwadar Port in Gwadar, Balochistan, Pakistan.
The construction is similar to what could happen in Afghanistan should a deal be
made with the country

On Sunday, the Taliban captured another area of southern Kandahar and announced
further gains in Helmand, provinces where the blood of hundreds of US and British
troops was spilled over the last two decades.
'But the political landscape in Afghanistan stands divided, and there will be some
ethnic leaders who will oppose BRI, not because they see disadvantages, but because
external actors want to stop it.'

America's departure from the country would give added impetus for Beijing to restart
talks over the idea of having Kabul to join the BRI.
'Washington's departure from Afghanistan gives Beijing a strategic opportunity,'
Michael Kugelman, an expert in South Asian affairs told the Beast.
'There will certainly be a vacuum to fill, but we shouldn't overstate China's capacity
to fill it. With Afghanistan's security situation sure to spiral out of control, there's only
so much China will be able to do to deepen its footprint.
'It will depend in great part on whether China reaches an understanding with the
Taliban, which will see its influence continue to grow whether it holds power or not.
If the Taliban is okay with China building out infrastructure and other projects in
Afghanistan, Beijing will be in a much better place.'

An Afghan National Army soldier stands guard at the Bagram Air Base gate, just
north of the capital Kabul, Afghanistan.
After nearly two decades, the US military has left the Bagram Airfield in central
Afghanistan and has handed it over to Afghan National Defense and Security Forces.

American troops have finally departed their main military base in Afghanistan and
handed it over to the Afghans.
'China could well bring the Taliban on board with BRI. The insurgents have said they
will support development projects if they serve Afghan national interests,' Kugelman
suggested.
China's Belt and Road program would really depend on a lasting peace in what has
traditionally been one of the most unstable regions on the planet.
Beijing has supposedly already offered infrastructure and energy projects worth
billions of dollars to the Taliban in return for peace in Afghanistan.
'The Taliban isn't the only challenge to overcome,' Kugelman noted. 'There are many
sources of violence, both anti- and pro-state, in Afghanistan. So China will still face
an extremely insecure environment, even if it gets Taliban buy-in for its projects.'

In any deal, there remains the air of unpredictability with lasting peace uncertain
with Afghan Taliban militants, pictured, likely to make a resurgence in the region

Violence has been raging throughout Afghanistan in the weeks since President Joe
Biden announced troops would withdraw unconditionally

A newly built Orange Line Metro Train (OLMT), a metro project planned under the
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), drives through on a track after an
official opening in the eastern city of Lahore, Pakistan, last October.

The modern day answer to the 'Silk Road' or a dangerous worldwide 'debt-trap'
scheme?:
What is China's Belt and Road Initiative (BRI)
It has been billed as China's modern day answer to the famous Silk Road - a series of
trade routes which acted as the main connection between east and west for nearly
2,000 years.
China now wants a new 'Silk Road' - many in fact - and it is willing to dip deep into
its pockets to pay for it.
Enter China's 'Belt and Road Initiative' - otherwise known as the BRI scheme.
First launched in 2013 by president Xi Jinping, and written into the Chinese
constitution in 2017, it is billed by Beijing officials as a global infrastructure
development fund which aims to better connect China to the rest of the world.
Aimed to be completed by 2049, China has been offering huge loans to the countries
in order to support them in creating better infrastructure.
Sounds great, right? So what's the catch?
Well, the scheme has been criticized, primarily by western powers, as an attempt by
China to engage in neo-imperialism through 'debt trap diplomacy'.
Former Malaysian Prime Minister Mahathir Mohamad has previously warned
countries against taking up BRI projects, because the terms of repayment are too
harsh.
In some countries, such as Montenegro, governments have signed up to deals in
which China will be able to seize land if debts can't be paid.
Earlier this year, concern was raised in Kenya that China may try to seize the port of
Mombasa if the country defaults on its loan from China used to finance the
loss-making Standard Gauge Railway (SGR).
In March, Kenya's National Treasury cabinet secretary Ukur Yatani attempted to
calm such fears, by saying that the port had not been offered as collateral.
But western powers are growing increasingly concerned about the scheme, so much
so that the US, along with Japan and Australia, launched their own project - The Blue
Dot Network - in 2019.
A report by US publication Forbes, meanwhile, recently compared China's BRI
scheme, and Beijing's use of it, to 'mob' style tactics.
The publication reported on the situation in Malaysia, whose rejected a proposal for
a BRI deal, but were then subjected to political and economic pressure to take it.
Despite its critics, a 2020 report by Chatham House - the Royal Institute of
International Affairs - found 'limited evidence' that China's BRI scheme was engaged
in 'debt-trap' diplomacy.

China could SEIZE land from tiny Montenegro for failing to repay $1 billion 'Belt
and Road' loan for 270-mile road to nowhere - of which only a handful of miles
was ever built.
Ross Ibbetson & James Robinson - Mailonline
China Road and Bridge Corporation, the state-owned company which is building the
bridge with imported Chinese workers, has not yet finished constructing the first
section of the 270-mile highway to the Serbian capital Belgrade.
The first instalment on a $1 billion loan from China's state bank is due this month but
it's unclear whether Montenegro, whose debt has soared to more than double its GDP
because of the project, will be able to pay it back.
A copy of the loan contract reviewed by NPR shows that if Montenegro misses the
deadline, Beijing has the right to seize land inside the country - as long as it doesn't
belong to the military or is used for diplomatic purposes.
Perched atop massive cement pillars that tower above Montenegro's picturesque
Moraca river canyon is an incomplete highway that threatens to bankrupt the little
Balkan nation.

An aerial views shows a part of the new highway meant to connect the city of Bar on
Montenegro's Adriatic coast to landlocked neighbour Serbia, (Bar-Boljare highway)
on May 11, 2021, near Matesevo, which is being constructed by China Road and
Bridge Corporation (CRBC), the large state-owned Chinese company

Running from Montenegro's Port of Bar on the Adriatic Sea to land-locked Belgrade,
the road is at the heart of an intense debate about Chinese influence in Europe, both
within EU member states and countries aspiring to join the bloc such as Montenegro
and its Western Balkan neighbors Serbia, Macedonia and Albania

China Road and Bridge Corporation, the state-owned company which is building the
bridge with imported Chinese workers, has not yet finished constructing the first
section of the 270-mile highway to the Serbian capital Belgrade.

Construction laborers work on the new highway in May.
The modern day answer to the 'Silk Road' or a dangerous worldwide 'debt-trap'
scheme?: What is China's Belt and Road Initiative (BRI)
In some countries, such as Montenegro, governments have signed up to deals in
which China will be able to seize land if debts can't be paid.
Earlier this year, concern was raised in Kenya that China may try to seize the port of
Mombasa if the country defaults on its loan from China used to finance the
loss-making Standard Gauge Railway (SGR).
In March, Kenya's National Treasury cabinet secretary Ukur Yatani attempted to
calm such fears, by saying that the port had not been offered as collateral.
But western powers are growing increasingly concerned about the scheme, so much
so that the US, along with Japan and Australia, launched their own project - The Blue
Dot Network - in 2019.
A report by US publication Forbes, meanwhile, recently compared China's BRI
scheme, and Beijing's use of it, to 'mob' style tactics.
The publication reported on the situation in Malaysia, whose rejected a proposal for
a BRI deal, but were then subjected to political and economic pressure to take it.
Despite its critics, a 2020 report by Chatham House - the Royal Institute of
International Affairs - found 'limited evidence' that China's BRI scheme was engaged
in 'debt-trap' diplomacy.
Furthermore, the country's former government green-lighted for a Chinese court of
arbitration to have the final say on any contractual disputes. Deputy Prime Minister
Abazovic said in May that the terms are ludicrous.

'This is not normal,' he told Euronews. 'This is out of any kind of logic of national
interest.'
Running from Montenegro's Port of Bar on the Adriatic Sea to land-locked Belgrade,
the road is at the heart of an intense debate about Chinese influence in Europe, both
within EU member states and countries aspiring to join the bloc such as Montenegro
and its Western Balkan neighbours Serbia, Macedonia and Albania.
As Beijing extends its economic reach under the ambitious Belt and Road Initiative
(BRI), poor countries across Asia and Africa have seized on attractive Chinese loans
and the promise of transformative infrastructure projects.
This has allowed them to develop in ways that may not have been possible without
access to China's vast foreign exchange reserves.
But some countries, such as Sri Lanka, Djibouti and Mongolia, have found themselves
weighed down by debt and ever more reliant on Beijing's largesse.
Montenegro is the first country in Europe to find itself in this position with what has
been dubbed 'the highway to nowhere.'
The government says the first 25-mile section of the proposed 270-mile highway has
put them in so much debt that it can't afford to build the rest.
Justice Minister Dragan Soc told NPR: 'We make a joke: It is a highway from nothing
to nothing.'
He added: 'I think we will pay not maybe this generation, but future generations. But I
don't think this is a problem from China. It is our bad decision.'
The idea of building a highway from the coast to Serbia can be traced back to 2005, a
year before Montenegro's vote for independence from its neighbour. The project was
championed by Milo Djukanovic, who has served as president or prime minister of
Montenegro nearly uninterrupted since 1991.
The government hoped the highway would give an economic boost to the country's
underdeveloped north, bolster trade with Serbia and improve road safety as
Montenegro's narrow, winding mountain roads are notoriously dangerous.
'This highway is a big deal in Montenegro. It reminds people of Tito and the days of
grand socialist projects in the region,' said academic Mladen Grgic, referring to
former Yugoslavia's long-time communist leader Josip Broz Tito.
'But it's a trap. Now that it's been started, the politicians can't stop it – no matter how
harmful it might be. And frankly they don't want to,' said Grgic, author of a 2017
study on the highway.
The six Western Balkan countries – Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Kosovo,
Macedonia, Montenegro and Serbia - are surrounded by EU member states. But the

region has suffered from under-investment and poor governance since the
independence wars of the 1990s, making it an economic laggard.
Over the past decade, as the EU struggled with a succession of crises and put
enlargement of the bloc on hold, other powers, including Russia and Turkey, have
moved in to fill the void.
China has been especially active. In 2012, it began holding annual '16+1' summits
with eastern and southern European states to discuss investment opportunities,
infuriating Brussels.

A Chinese sign as labourers imported by Beijing work on the road in Montenegro.

Chinese labourers who are building the road on behalf of one of Beijing's largest
state-owned companies

The road cuts through Montenegro's stunning landscape

An aerial views shows a part of the new highway connecting the city of Bar on
Montenegros Adriatic coast to landlocked neighbour Serbia

The ambitious project threatens to leave Montenegro in Serbia's debt for decades
Could the Port of Mombasa be seized by the Chinese?
Kenya's Government reportedly owes in the region of $9billion dollars to Beijing in
infrastructure loans.
One of its biggest BRI funded projects is the loss-making Standard Gauge Railway
(SGR), which connects the Indian Ocean port city of Mombasa to the Kenyan capital
of Nairobi.
Opened in 2017, the railway was funded through a $3.2billion loan from China
through the BRI scheme.
But there are fears that Kenya, which has suffered an economic downturn during the
Covid pandemic, may now struggle to pay off that loan.
Its cumulative public debt has ballooned to $65.3 billion - and is reportedly spending
40 percent of tax revenues on servicing public debt.
In a report to the Kenyan Parliament, the country's Auditor General said the assets of
the Kenya Ports Authority (KPA) and Kenya Railways Corporation (KRC) were used
as collateral for the SGR loans.
However, the National Treasury cabinet secretary Ukur Yatani said that Kenya did
not offer the Port of Mombasa as collateral.
Speaking earlier this year, he said: 'The port of Mombasa has no adverse exposure to
any lender or category of lenders through existing loan agreements with the
government.'
A year later, it unveiled BRI, its grand plan to secure land and maritime trade routes
from Asia to Europe and Africa.

The Western Balkans, strategically positioned on Europe's southern flank, is a key
access point for China to reach central Europe and beyond.
China's investments in the region total more than 6 billion euros - including highways,
rail lines and power plants. Serbia, the largest economy in the region and Beijing's
long-standing ally, has received the lion's share.
Montenegro could be attractive to China for a number of reasons. It gives Beijing a
port of entry into Europe from the Adriatic, and close economic and political ties with
the government in Podgorica could prove valuable for China if Montenegro becomes
an EU member.
Abazovic, the deputy prime minister, said in the interview in May that he would
consider opening a corruption probe into the previous government's decision to back
the Chinese highway.
But since then he has entered into talks with Beijing over how to repay the money
Montenegro owes and has stopped speaking to the international press and made no
more appeals to the EU for assistance.
The row over China's dealings with Montenegro comes just months after western
powers raised fears over a similar situation in Kenya.
Officials raised fears that China could seize the important port of Mombasa if Kenya
defaults on its BRI loan.
The Kenyan Government owes around $9billion dollars to China from loans it
procured to finance infrastructure projects - including the loss-making Standard
Gauge Railway (SGR).
In January, a deal was reached to defer payments on the debt, due to Kenya's
economic downturn in the midst of the Covid-19 pandemic.
Then, in April, the country's National Treasury cabinet secretary Ukur Yatani was
forced to deny that it had offered the port of Mombasa as collateral for the $3.2
billion loan for the SGR project.
The BRI scheme has been billed as China's modern day answer to the famous Silk
Road - a series of trade routes that acted as the main trade connection between east
and west for nearly 2,000 years.

U.S. and Russia Refuse to Back Down as Black Sea Tensions Rise
David Brennan
NATO and Russian forces are both refusing to change course in the Black Sea, where
recent military confrontations have raised fears of a sudden violent escalation
dragging in the U.S., Russia, the European Union and Ukraine.

Mass Communications Specialist 1st Class Daniel James Lanari/U.S. Navy Fire
Controlman 2nd Class Emilio Orozco-Murcia stands watch aboard the Arleigh
Burke-class guided-missile destroyer USS Ross in Odesa, Ukraine on on June 27,
2021 ahead of Exercise Sea Breeze 2021.
In recent weeks, Russian forces have confronted British and Dutch ships sailing close
to Crimean territorial waters, a region annexed by Moscow in 2014, and considered
Russian by Moscow. However, NATO allies have never accepted the annexation,
while also condemning the Kremlin's 2014 invasion of Ukraine.
Russia claimed to have fired warning shots at the British destroyer HMS Defender—a
claim denied by British defense officials—and Russian jets reportedly conducted mock
attack runs against Dutch frigate HNLMS Evertsen.
The Black Sea has long been a hotspot for Western-Russian tensions. The Ukraine
crisis made it an even more potent flashpoint, with Moscow's seizure of the
strategically valuable peninsula winning it a strong outpost in the Black Sea to go
along with its existing naval base in the coastal city of Sevastopol.
The Black Sea is one of the triggers that "creates the potential for an explosion in
U.S.-Russian tension," explained Mark Simakovsky, a senior non-resident fellow at
the Atlantic Council who formerly served as Russia country director and
Europe/NATO chief of staff in the Office of the Secretary of Defense for Policy.
Both sides, Simakovksy said, will likely be "very worried and concerned about" such
triggers. But both are refusing to blink first.
A NATO official told Newsweek that alliance nations would not be changing their
operations despite Russian protests.

"NATO ships routinely operate in the Black Sea, consistent with international law,
usually patrolling the waters for around two-thirds of the year," the official said.
"NATO supports Ukraine's sovereignty and territorial integrity within its
internationally recognized borders, extending to its territorial waters. We do not and
will not recognize Russia's illegal and illegitimate annexation of Crimea and
denounce its temporary occupation."
Dutch forces, too, will continue operations as before, a military official
told Newsweek. HNLMS Evertsen was "operating in full accordance with
international law and the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea," said
Defense Ministry spokesperson Lieutenant Commander Alex Kranenburg.
"Therefore, there is no reason for HNLMS Evertsen to change its modus operandi."
Kranenburg said Eversten will leave the Black Sea by the end of the week, as part of
planned operations with a British carrier task group heading to Asia.
"The presence of HNLMS Evertsen in the Black Sea fits within our normal
operational pattern," Kraneburg said.
"It is not unusual for NATO warships to operate in the Black Sea. We are there to
enhance maritime situational awareness, to exercise with NATO and non-NATO
partners and to visit several ports from partner nations. This fits within the assurance
of our partners in the area. The Netherlands respects the territorial integrity and
sovereignty of Ukraine."
British Defense Minister Ben Wallace said Defender "maintained a safe course
throughout her innocent passage."
The British view is that Defender's course was fully legal. Wallace's statement on the
incident read: "The United Kingdom does not recognize any Russian claim to these
waters, nor do we recognize the assertion from the Russian Ministry of Defence that
HMS Defender was in violation of the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea."
Previously, Russian forces have conducted numerous close flybys of several NATO
vessels—including U.S. Navy ships—while shadowing others.
Russian jets also routinely intercept NATO aircraft over the Black Sea, all part of the
typical probing of adversaries' airspace conducted by nations around the world.
In 2019, Russia seized three Ukrainian vessels and 24 sailors off Crimea in the Black
Sea, prompting fears of a major escalation in eastern Ukraine. Though that was
avoided, Russia has since continued what its critics fear is a gradual effort to
establish de facto control of the Black Sea, and by extension Ukraine's coastline.
Both sides also regularly hold military drills in the area. This week, the U.S.- and
Ukraine-led Sea Breeze naval drills began in the Black Sea, according to the U.S.
Navy involving 32 countries, 5,000 troops, 32 ships, and 40 aircraft.
A spokesperson for the U.S. Navy's Sixth Fleet—responsible for European
operations—cited the Sea Breeze exercises as proof of America's commitment to a

free and stable Black Sea region, even though Russia might see such drills as
provocation.
"The approximately 30 nations participating in Sea Breeze demonstrate an
international commitment to stability of the Black Sea," Lieutenant Commander
Matthew Comer told Newsweek.
"Misinformation threatens that stability of this vital international waterway. Our
operations during the annual execution of Sea Breeze are designed to build cohesion
among Allies and partners, and are not in response to any real world events."
"U.S. Sixth Fleet along with allies and partners will continue to conduct routine
operations in international waters and airspace, ensuring freedom of navigation and
uninhibited maritime trade across the global commons."
Russia sees any Black Sea maneuvers as a challenge to its control of Crimea;
essentially ploys to bolster the Ukrainian government and undermine the Kremlin.
NATO patrols in the Black Sea are more ammunition for Russia's historic fear
of encirclement and subjugation by its Western adversaries. The Crimea problem is
not going away.
Russia will not relinquish the territory voluntarily, but the West has no way to force
the issue. The simmering conflict in eastern Ukraine is the most pressing problem for
Kyiv; the government's continued vow to reclaim Crimea a stirring but distant goal.
Operating in the Black Sea is one way for the U.S. and its allies to keep the pressure
on Moscow without risking a conflagration in Ukraine itself. There is little to be
gained from fresh violence in Donbas, but Biden and his Western counterparts cannot
let Russia project de facto control of the Black Sea region unchallenged.
Black Sea operations also put pressure on some of Russia's geopolitical ambitions.
The Black Sea is central to the Russian oil and gas trade, plus the main route for its
military power projection into the Mediterranean and around European, African, and
Middle Eastern coastlines.

SEYRAN BAROYAN/AFP via Getty Images The British Royal Navy destroyer HMS
Defender arrives in the Black Sea port of Batumi, Georgia on June 26, 2021.
SEYRAN BAROYAN/AFP via Getty Images
Russian President Vladimir Putin has blamed NATO nations for the confrontations.
He accused the U.S. and U.K. of a "complex provocation," planned to evoke a
Russian response. The president suggested the incident was part of a plan to set up
military bases either in Ukraine or nearby.
"They know they cannot win this conflict: we would be fighting for our own territory;
we didn't travel thousands of miles to get to their borders, they did," Putin said.
The Russian embassy in Washington, D.C. did not respond to Newsweek's request for
comment in time for publication.
But Foreign Ministry spokesperson Maria Zakharova said Thursday: "Washington
and its allies are consistent in turning the Black Sea water zone from an area of
cooperation that was being built into a forceful confrontation zone."
"It is done deliberately in order for another region in the world under the U.S.
leadership to become unstable and threatening."
The current situation plays somewhat into both Russian and Western hands.
Simakovsky described it as a "typical diplomatic, political and military dance"
between Moscow and Washington, D.C.
Putin gets to push back on perceived Western encroachment and protect Russia's
sphere of influence, while the U.S. and its NATO allies get to assert their support for
a sovereign Ukraine and free Black Sea.

Russia's reported firing over or near NATO ships, Simakovsky added, is not normal
and will not be welcomed in the West. But added "both sides are getting what they
want, potentially, from this."
Ukraine needs Western support. Even with NATO, U.S. and EU backing, its eastern
Donbas region remains frozen in conflict with separatist militants backed by Moscow.
Russia would overwhelm Ukraine in any conventional conflict, and maintains a
steady drip of regional unconventional operations, for example cyber attacks.
Ukrainian Foreign Minister Dmytro Kuleba told Newsweek Friday that while he does
not expect Russia to spark off a "suicidal" confrontation with NATO powers in the
Black Sea, Kyiv needs its Western allies to keep pushing back against Moscow's
strategy of "pinch and provoke."
"In our conversations with NATO we are very frank on this: if things continue as they
are, there is a risk that Russia may significantly increase its control over the Black
Sea and further expand its influence in the region," Kuleba said.
"Which means elevated threats for the security and stability of Ukraine and NATO
allies there."
At the end of the NATO summit in Brussels in June, the alliance reiterated its support
for a Black Sea presence, plus its continued backing of Ukraine, Georgia and
Moldova. Both Ukraine and Georgia are already on the path to NATO membership,
much to Russian fury.
"We strongly condemn and will not recognize Russia's illegal and illegitimate
annexation of Crimea, and denounce its temporary occupation," the summit
communique read.
"We call on Russia to reverse its military build-up and stop restricting navigation in
parts of the Black Sea. We also call on Russia to stop impeding access to the Sea of
Azov and Ukrainian ports."
"We commend Ukraine's posture of restraint and diplomatic approach in this context.
We seek to contribute to de-escalation. We are also stepping up our support to
Ukraine."
President Joe Biden is expected to take a tougher line on Moscow than his
predecessor. On the campaign trail, Biden attacked former President Donald
Trump for perceived weakness on Russian affairs, and vowed to take on Putin, who he
called a "killer."
Biden has already spoken out against Russian covert operations and introduced a
series of new sanctions on Moscow, related to cyber attacks, attempted assassinations,
and suppression of domestic dissenters.
After his Geneva summit with Putin last month, the White House and Kremlin
released a joint statement on "strategic stability," pointing to the extension of the New

START arms control treaty as an example of the stabilizing steps the two adversaries
could take together even while in conflict elsewhere.
Biden and Putin, the joint statement said, "demonstrated that, even in periods of
tension, they are able to make progress on our shared goals of ensuring predictability
in the strategic sphere, reducing the risk of armed conflicts and the threat of nuclear
war."
The Black Sea will remain an area of tension, though for now at least one unlikely to
boil over into serious conflict.
"Inevitably there's going to inherently be latent competition between the United States
and Russia in what Russia considers its privileged sphere of influence," Simakovsky
said.
"As long as the United States asserts the right to sustain its engagement support for
allies and partners in Eastern Europe, Russia is going to have a problem with it."

Supreme Court ruling is a damning condemnation of Harris and Xavier Becerra
Kaylee McGhee White
The Supreme Court ruled 6-3 this week that California’s donor disclosure
requirement violated donors’ First Amendment rights and is thus unconstitutional.
State officials upset with the decision should thank Vice President Kamala Harris and
Health and Human Services Secretary Xavier Becerra, both of whom served as
California’s attorney general at different times, for making it necessary.
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Writing for the majority, Chief Justice John Roberts noted that California didn’t even
bother to enforce the donor disclosure requirement until 2010, which is when Harris
became the state’s attorney general.
At that time, Harris’s office demanded that all nonprofit groups seeking to raise
money in the state report the names and addresses of their major donors nationwide.
And although she claimed this information would be kept private, Roberts noted a
lower court found that California “was unable to ensure the confidentiality of donors’
information.”
One of the nonprofit organizations that sued the state “identified nearly 2,000
confidential Schedule Bs that had been inadvertently posted to the Attorney General’s
website, including dozens that were found the day before trial,” Roberts wrote.
An expert witness for the plaintiffs “also discovered that he was able to access
hundreds of thousands of confidential documents on the website simply by changing a
digit in the URL.”
In other words, California not only demanded that nonprofit groups hand over
confidential, sensitive data, but it also then made that data available to the general
public by opening up these disclosures to public record requests and failing to
supervise the third-party vendors who accessed the registry.
And who was the one responsible for these mistakes? Harris’s office — and, later,
Becerra’s.
Roberts agreed with the lower court that California’s donor disclosure requirement
had a “chilling” effect on potential donors, many of whom had good reason to remain
anonymous. He pointed to evidence provided by the plaintiffs that several of their
supporters had been “subjected to bomb threats, protests, stalking, and physical
violence.”
Despite this, Harris and Becerra continued to compile a wealth of information,
including sensitive details such as an individual donor’s home address, and took to
court any nonprofit organization that refused to comply with the mandate.
Harris and Becerra proved time and time again throughout their respective tenures as
California's attorney general that they did not care one lick about constitutional
liberties.
Harris spent years targeting the Americans for Prosperity Foundation simply because
it was funded by the libertarian-conservative Koch brothers, and Becerra used the
majority of his time in office to sue Catholic nuns who believed that Obamacare’s
contraceptive mandate violated their religious beliefs.
At least the Supreme Court saw Harris and Becerra as the power-hungry
authoritarians that they are. Let's hope that the next California attorney general is
better.

China and India Move Tens of Thousands of Troops to the Border As Tensions
Rise
Jack Dutton
China and India have been moving tens of thousands troops to their disputed border
as military tensions continue to rise since the skirmish between the two nuclear-armed
neighbors last June.

Diptendu Dutta Activists of Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) stand in line as they
prepare to burn an effigy of Chinese President Xi Jinping during an anti-China
protest in Siliguri on June 17, 2020. Both sides have been moving tens of thousands of
troops to their disputed border.
China's People's Liberation Army has gradually increased numbers to at least 50,000,
up from about 15,000 in June last year, Indian intelligence and military officials
told the Wall Street Journal. It reported that numbers have mostly increased over the
last few months.
India has also deployed tens of thousands of troops and heavy artillery has been sent
to the region.
Much of the military build up has taken place in Eastern Ladakh, which overlaps
Kashmir and Tibet, a key strategic area home to several critical rivers that supply
vast amounts of waterflow to both China and India.
Much of the military build up has taken place in Eastern Ladakh, which overlaps
Kashmir and Tibet—a key strategic area home to several critical rivers that supply
vast amounts of waterflow to both China and India.

Asia's two biggest superpowers have only been officially at war once, back in 1962.
The war lasted a month and a day, but 722 Chinese soldiers were killed and 1,383
Indian troops were killed, according to the Institute of Peace and Conflict Studies.
Thousands more on both sides were wounded and captured.
The hilly and jagged terrain of the Himalayas has been one of the main reasons why
the two countries have not sparred more.
However, last June in the Galwan Valley, a Himalayan hill plateau, the two countries
saw their bloodiest confrontation in decades, which saw 20 Indian soldiers and four
Chinese soldiers killed.
Over the past year, India has re-positioned some 50,000 troops along its Himalayan
borders, while combat aircraft squadrons have been moved to northern bases and
tanks have been redeployed.
Despite fighting three wars over the Kashmir region, Pakistan seems to be no longer
Delhi's biggest foreign priority. Around 200,000 troops are stationed at its border
with China.
China and India, which are both nuclear-armed, have managed to avoid a significant
confrontation in recent years but have never actually settled on an actual
border—instead the two countries are separated by a vague 2,000 mile demarcation
line. This is known as the Line of Actual Control.
India generally see its control extending to where Chinese forces withdrew at the end
of the 1962 war, while China sees its control extending to what they held before the
war.
In the east, China continues to claim Arunachal Pradesh—what India claims as its
own state—and the Aksai Chin plateau in the west.
The two sides at times have kept to rules to stop conflicts from escalating, including
prohibiting border troops from carrying guns. That rule was changed last year after
the brutal clashes in the Galwan Valley, where troops bludgeoned each other with
batons and clubs wrapped in barbed wire.
A spokesperson for the Chinese foreign ministry said that the situation at the border
is stable and controllable.
"China believes that any arms race and infrastructure construction aimed at military
control are not conducive to the maintenance of peace and tranquility in the border
areas," the spokesman told the Wall Street Journal.
Indian Defense Minister Rajnath Singh, accompanied by senior military officials
including the Army Chief General M. M. Naravane, were in Ladakh at the end of last
month to review military preparedness, a press statement said on the June 27.

Newsweek has contacted the Chinese and Indian foreign ministries for additional
comment.

Kamala Harris is crashing — but that doesn't mean she will never occupy the Oval
Office
Liz Peek - Opinion Contributor

Getty Images Vice President Harris
Prediction: Kamala Harris will never be elected president. But that doesn't mean she
will never occupy the Oval Office.
The vice president's approval ratings are slumping (she is now underwater in the
RealClearPolitics average of polls) and - worse - she is taking the fall for President
Biden's foolish reversal of President Trump's migrant policies.
The latest blow is a critical piece in Politico, based on interviews with 22 "current
and former vice-presidential aides, administration officials and associates of Harris
and Biden" that signals a White House at war with itself, and paints Harris as an
unpopular and incapable public figure who has long presided over an "abusive"
office environment.
It also may signal that Team Biden, nervous about crime, inflation and the border
crisis, is throwing Team Harris under the bus.
Harris's defenders, such as Fordham University's Christina Greer, argue that she has
been given an impossible portfolio.
Greer, writing in a New York Times op-ed, worries that Harris will fail to address
"the root causes of migration," in part because the VP has no "deep experience with
Latin America issues or the decades-long quandary of federal immigration reform."

For the record, neither did President Trump, and yet he figured out how to cut down
on illegal migration.
Greer imagines that should Harris run in 2024, the tough tasks handed to her by
Biden - immigration, voting rights and "combating vaccine hesitancy" will "end up
being baggage more than a boon."
She assumes, of course, that the vice president will be handicapped by her race and
gender. (Some might point out that Harris is vice president precisely because of her
race and gender.)
But Harris's problem is not the difficulty of the tasks that she has been given; it is that
she has not taken them seriously.
She could have scored rave reviews on immigration, for instance, by leaning into the
challenge. She should have gone to the border right away, toured the detention
facilities, honestly acknowledged the problems faced by the border patrol and
sympathized with their challenges.
She could have channeled Hillary Clinton by undertaking a "listening tour" of the
border communities struggling to absorb the flood of people entering the nation
illegally, but also spending time with migrants.
Also, if she had asked the White House to renew the "Remain in Mexico" policy, for
instance, or other rules that were working, she would have earned some respect for
being independent and for taking risks.
She failed to do any of those things, instead laughing off questions about traveling to
the border and avoiding that undertaking for 93 days. She quickly let it be known that
she was not responsible for the border per se, but rather attacking the "root causes"
of migration. This was a punt, which led to a trip to Guatemala and Mexico that was
deemed a "disaster" even by some of Biden's allies.
No wonder that a recent Harvard CAPs/Harris poll revealed that only 30 percent of
respondents thought Harris had done a good job on the border problem, while 44
percent thought she had done a bad job. A resounding 74 percent thought she should
have visited the border earlier.
Harris has also not had an appreciable impact on the vaccine roll-out, which has
failed to meet Biden's target. It may not help that the fully vaccinated Harris often
wears a mask, a decision that naturally undermines her pitch.
Also, like other Democrats, Harris cast doubt on "Trump's vaccine" early on, seeking
to undermine Operation Warp Speed before the election. That wasn't helpful.
Harris's approval ratings are slightly negative, but that top line does not reveal the
trouble beneath.
In a recent Economist/YouGov survey, for instance, 46 percent viewed Harris
favorably, but only 23 percent "strongly approved" of the vice president, while 35
percent "strongly disapproved." Though Harris may struggle to win the nomination in
2024, she nonetheless has a very good shot of becoming president.

Biden is in decline; if many Americans don't see it, chalk it up to the dishonesty of the
liberal media. While Twitter abounds with clips of the president looking dazed and
spewing mystifying word salads, CNN and the New York Times deprive their
audiences of such glimpses into the increasingly bizarre world of Joe Biden.
When he recently spoke to reporters about the bipartisan infrastructure bill, he
hugged the microphone up close to whisper messages about the bill, eyes wide and
staring.
It was not normal.
Biden's problem is not just his language; his recent flip-flop on the bipartisan
infrastructure bill shows his policy-making these days is also confused.
Can Biden limp through to the end of his term? Perhaps. But if Democrats suffer big
losses in 2022, as many think likely, they may decide that Biden will have to go.
Having an ineffectual president presiding over a wounded White House for two years
could drag Democrats down going into 2024.
That's when House Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) or other Democratic leaders may
decide to ask Biden to step down. In extremis, they could invoke the 25th amendment;
not to save the nation, but to save their party. In that situation, Kamala Harris would
become president. That might not work out well for Democrats either.
(Liz Peek is a former partner of major bracket Wall Street firm Wertheim & Company.
Follow her on Twitter @lizpeek.)

